Concurrency: State Models and Design Patterns — v1.0a

Teaching Assistants

- Pascal Gadient: gadient@inf.unibe.ch
- Leonel Merino: merino@inf.unibe.ch

Organisational Remarks

- The lecture slides and exercises are available on
  http://scg.unibe.ch/teaching/cp
- Start your web browser, open
  https://piazza.com/unibe.ch/fall2017/cp21005
  and enter in the text field labelled “Class 1” the shortcut cp and select the entry “CP 2017: CP: Concurrency: State Models and Design Patterns” that should appear in the drop-down list. Then select join as Student and click on the bottom of the page Join Classes. On the next page provide your university mail address twice and click Submit Email. You will receive a confirmation email and with the included activation link you will be able to finish the Piazza account registration and afterwards you should be able to login and enter the course discussion.
  If you have a problem joining Piazza, send an email to gadient@inf.unibe.ch.
- Use only Piazza to post questions and participate in discussions regarding the course. If you have questions related to other affairs, please send an email to one of the TAs.

Weekly Homework

- We propose for the series to work in pairs. However, you can work individually if you’d like to.
- Answers together with the source code (where required) of the exercises have to be be zipped and sent to gadient@inf.unibe.ch with the subject:
  
  CP_Series_00_NameStudentA_NameStudentB (example: CP_Series_03_Merino_Gadient)

- The deadline for homework submission is the lecture start, that is, Wednesday morning before 10:15am (strict deadline!). The University of Bern SCG website is regularly updated, so please visit this page frequently!

Grading

- Each homework series will be rated on a scale from 0 to 10. 10 means that you solved all questions correctly. 0 means either you did not deliver the solutions or you copied the solutions from others.
- The grades of homeworks delivered after the deadline will be reduced by 2 marks for every day.
- The final exam accounts for 70% of the final grade.
• Homeworaks account for 30% of the final grade.

• During the course, we are going to have two lab sessions. They are mandatory and they give you the chance to compensate for lost marks from weekly homework (details later).